In this paper, we study the general problem of optimizing a convex function F (L) over the set of p × p matrices, subject to rank constraints on L. However, existing first-order methods for solving such problems either are too slow to converge, or require multiple invocations of singular value decompositions. On the other hand, factorization-based non-convex algorithms, while being much faster, require stringent assumptions on the condition number of the optimum. In this paper, we provide a novel algorithmic framework that achieves the best of both worlds: asymptotically as fast as factorization methods, while requiring no dependency on the condition number.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following optimization problem:
where F (L) : R p×p → R is a convex smooth function defined over matrices L ∈ R p×p with rank r * p. 1 This problem has recently received significant attention in machine learning, statistics, and signal processing [1, 2] . Several applications of this problem abound in the literature, including affine rank minimization [3, 4, 5] , matrix completion [6] , and collaborative filtering [7] .
In most of the above applications, F (L) is typically assumed to be a smooth, quadratic function (such as the squared error). For instance, in machine learning, the squared loss between the pair of observed and predicted outputs would be a natural choice, and indeed most of the works in the matrix estimation literature focus on optimizing such functions.
But there are many cases in which other loss functions are used. For example, in neural network learning, the loss function is usually chosen according to the negative cross-entropy between the distributions of the fitted model and the training samples [8] . As another example, in graphical model learning, the goal is usually to estimate the covariance/precision matrix. In this case, the negative log-likelihood function is an appropriate choice. As a third example, in the problem of one-bit matrix completion [9] or logistic PCA [10] , F (L) is modeled, again, as the log-likelihood of the observations. From the computational perspective, the traditional approach is to adopt first-order optimization for solving (1) . Several different approaches (with theoretical guarantees) have been proposed in recent years. The first group of these methods are related to the convex methods in which the rank constraint is relaxed by the nuclear norm proxy [11] , resulting the overall convex problem which can be solved by off-the-shelf solvers. While these methods achieve the best sample complexity, i.e., the minimum required number of samples for achieving the small estimation error, they are computationally expensive and the overall running time can be slow if p is very large.
To alleviate this issue, several non-convex methods have been proposed based on using non-convex regularizers. Non-convex iterative methods [5, 12, 13] typically require less computational complexity per iteration. On the other hand, factorized gradient methods [1, 14, 4, 15] are computationally very appealing since they reduce the number of variables from p 2 to pr by writing L as L = U V T where U, V ∈ R p×r and r p, and removing the rank constraint from problem (1). However, the overwhelming majority of existing methods suffer from one or several of the following problems: their convergence rate is slow (typically, sublinear); the computational cost per iteration is high, involving invocations of singular value decomposition; or they have stringent assumptions on the spectral properties (such as the condition number) of the solution to (1) .
Our goal in this paper is to propose an algorithm to alleviate the above problems simultaneously. Specifically, we seek an algorithm that exhibits: (i) linearly fast convergence, (ii) computationally efficient per iteration, (iii) works for a broad class of loss functions, and (iv) robust to effects such as matrix condition number.
Our contributions
In this paper, we propose a general non-convex algorithmic framework, that we call MAPLE, for solving problems of the form (1) for objective functions that satisfy the commonly-studied Restricted Strongly Convex/Smooth (RSC/RSS) conditions. Our algorithmic approach enjoys the following benefits:
Linear convergence. We provide rigorous analysis to show that our proposed algorithm enjoy a linear convergence rate (no matter how it is initialized).
Fast per-iteration running time. We provide rigorous analysis to show that our algorithm exhibits fast per-iteration running time. Our method (per-iteration) leverages recent advances in randomized low-rank approximation methods, and their running time is close to optimal for constant r 2 . No limitations on strong convexity/smoothness constants. In a departure from the majority of the matrix optimization literature, our algorithm succeeds under no particular assumptions on the extent to which the objective function F is strongly smooth/convex. (These are captured by properties known as restricted strong convexity and smoothness, which we elaborate below.)
No dependence on matrix condition numbers. In contrast with several other results in the literature, our proposed algorithm does not depend on stringent assumptions on the condition number (i.e., the ratio of maximum to minimum nonzero singular values) of the solution to (1) .
Instantiation in applications. We instantiate our MAPLE framework to three important and practical applications; nonlinear affine rank minimization, logistic PCA, and precision matrix estimation in probabilistic graphical model learning.
Techniques
Our approach is an adaptation of the algorithm proposed in [12] . That is an iterative approach that alternates between taking a gradient descent step and thresholding the largest singular values of the optimization variable. The key idea of that work is that each gradient update is projected onto the space of matrices with rank r that is larger than r * , the rank parameter in Problem (1) . This trick can greatly alleviate situations where the objective function exhibits poor restricted strong convexity/smoothness properties; more generally, the overall algorithm can be applied to ill-posed problems. However, their algorithm requires performing a full exact singular value decomposition (SVD) after each gradient descent step. This results in poor overall running time, as the per-iteration cost is cubic (O(p 3 )) in the matrix dimension 3 . Our method resolves this issue by replacing the exact SVD with a gap-independent approximate low-rank projection, while still retaining the idea of projecting onto a larger space. To establish soundness of our approach, we establish a property about (approximate) singular value projections, extending recent new results from non-convex optimization [17, 18] . In particular, we prove a new structural result for an -approximate projection onto the space of rank-r matrices. We prove that such an approximate projection is nearly non-expansive, and therefore enjoys similar convergence guarantees as convex projected gradient descent.
To be more precise, we know that for any matrix A and rank-r matrix B, the best rank-r approximation of A, denoted by H r (A) satisfies the following:
This bound is very loose (following a simple application of the triangle inequality) and the upper bound is, in fact, never achieved [17] . We prove that the approximation factor 2 can be sharpened to close to 1 if we use a rank parameter that is sufficiently larger than r . In particular, if T is an -approximate singular value projection operator, we prove that:
where r > r , rank(B) = r and T implements an -approximate projection onto the set of matrices with rank-r. Therefore, by increasing r, we (nearly) recover the non-expansivity property of projection, and this helps prove strong results about our proposed projected gradient descent scheme.
Integrating the above result into (projected) gradient descent gives linear convergence of the proposed algorithm for a very broad class of objective functions. Since we use approximate low-rank projections, the running time of the projection step is (almost) linear in the size of the matrix if r * is sub-linear in n.
Stylized applications
We also instantiate our MAPLE framework to three applications of practical interest. First, we consider a problem that we call nonlinear affine rank minimization (NLARM). Formally, we consider an observation model akin to the Generalized Linear Model (GLM) [19] :
where g denotes a nonlinear link function, A denotes a linear observation operator, which we formally define later, and e ∈ R m denotes an additive noise vector. The goal is to reconstruct L * from y, given that L * is of rank at most r * . For this application, we derive the sample complexity of our algorithm, calculate the running time, and analyze statistical error rates. More specifically, we define an specific objective function tailored to g and verify that it is strongly convex/smooth; moreover, we show that O(pr * ) samples is enough to estimate L * up to the noise level, and this matches those of the best available methods. In addition, the running time required to estimate L * scales as O(p 2 r * ), which is nearly linear with the size of L * and independent of all other spectral properties of L * (such as its condition number). This marks a strict improvement over all other comparable existing methods.
Second, we discuss the problem of logistic PCA [10] in which we observe a binary matrix Y with entries belonging to {0, 1} such that the likelihood of each Y ij is given by
is a sigmoidal nonlinearity. The goal is to estimate an underlying low-rank matrix L * by trying to find the solution of following optimization problem:
Again, we show how to use our framework to solve this problem with nearly linear running time.
Third, we instantiate our framework in the context of precision matrix estimation in probabilistic graphical models. Specifically, the goal is to estimate a low-rank precision matrix L * based on observed samples X i ∈ R p for i = 1, . . . , n. In this setup, the objective function F (L) is given by the negative log likelihood of the observed samples. We show that with n = O(pr) independent samples, the proposed algorithm returns an estimate up to constant error, and once again, our algorithm exhibits nearly linear running time, independent of how poorly the underlying precision matrix is conditioned. Moreover, we show that the our algorithm provide the best empirical performance (in terms of estimation error) among available competing methods.
Prior Work
Optimization problems with rank constraints arise in several different applications; examples include robust PCA [20, 21, 22, 23] , precision matrix estimation using graphical models [24, 25] , phase retrieval [26, 27, 28] , finding the square root of a PSD matrix [29] , dimensionality reduction techniques [30, 31] , video denoising [32] , subspace clustering [33] , face recognition [34] and many others. We only provide a subset of relevant references here; please refer to the recent survey [35] and references therein for a more comprehensive discussion.
In general, most optimization approaches to solve (1) can be categorized in four groups. In the first group of approaches, the non-convex rank constraint is relaxed into a nuclear norm penalty, which results in a convex problem and can be solved by off-the-shelf solvers such as SDP solvers [36] , singular value thresholding and its accelerated versions [3, 37, 38] , and active subspace selection methods [39] . While convex methods are well-known, their usage in the high dimensional regime is prohibitive (incurring cubic, or worse, running time).
The second group of approaches includes non-convex methods, replacing the rank constraint with a more tractable non-convex regularizer instead of the nuclear norm. These include regularization with the smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) [40] , and iteratively re-weighted nuclear norm (IRNN) minimization [41] . While these approaches can reduce the computational cost per iteration, from p 3 to p 2 r, they exhibit sub-linear convergence, and are quite slow in high dimensional regimes; see [13] for details.
The third group of approaches try to solve the non-convex optimization problem (1) based on the factorization approach of [42] . In these algorithms, the rank-r matrix L is factorized as L = U V T , where U, V ∈ R p×r . Using this idea removes the difficulties caused by the non-convex rank constraint; however, the objective function is not convex anymore. Nevertheless, under certain conditions, such methods succeed and have recently gained in popularity in the machine learning literature, and several papers have developed provable linear-convergence guarantees for both squared and non-squared loss functions [4, 14, 43, 1, 44, 7] .
Such methods are currently among the fastest available in terms of running time. However, a major drawback is that they may require a careful spectral initialization that usually involves one or multiple full singular value decompositions (SVDs). To our knowledge, only three recent works in the matrix recovery literature require no full SVDs for their initialization: [45, 46, 47] . However, [45] only discusses about the linear matrix sensing problem, and it only applies to the squared loss which requires that sensing matrix satisfies RIP condition, while our stylized application is for general non-squared loss functions with no assumption for the upper bound of M m (the ratio of RSS to RSC constant). Also, [46, 47] makes stringent assumptions on the coherence and other spectral properties of ground-truth matrix. For example, the running time of saddle-avoiding local search algorithm used in [47] shows polynomial dependency on the condition number (i.e., the ratio of the largest to the smallest non-zero singular values). Furthermore, the instantiation to the linear matrix sensing problem shows strict upper bound on the RIP constant. As a result, the convergence rate depends heavily on the condition number as well as other spectral properties of the optimum. Hence, if the problem is somehow poorly conditioned, their sample complexity and running time can blow up by a significant amount.
The fourth class of methods also includes non-convex methods. Unlike the factorized methods, they do not factorize the optimization variable, L, but instead use low-rank projections within classical gradient descent. This approach, also called singular value projection (SVP) or iterative hard thresholding, was introduced by [5] for matrix recovery from linear measurements, and was later modified for general M-estimation problems with well-behaved objective functions [12] . These methods require multiple invocations of exact singular value decompositions (SVDs). While their computational complexity can be cubic in p (see footnote in section 1.2), and consequently very slow in very large-scale problems, these methods do not depend on the condition number of the optimum, and in this sense are more robust than factorized methods. A similar algorithm to SVP as proposed by [16] for the squared loss case, which replaces the exact SVD with an approximate one. However, their theoretical guarantees is very restrictive which overshadows any advantage of using an approximate SVD algorithm instead of an exact SVD. That is, in the regime of optimal sample complexity, i.e., n = O(pr), their approximate projection should be applied onto a matrix with rank as the order of p in order to have convergence. Furthermore, while the idea of projecting onto the larger set is theoretically backed up in [12] , and also in this paper, its usage within the factorized approach has been shown to obtain practical improvements; however, currently there is no theory for this [14] .
In addition to the above algorithms, stochastic gradient methods for low-rank matrix recovery have also been investigated [48, 18] . The goal of these methods are to reduce the cost of calculating the full gradient in each iteration which typically requires O(np 2 ) operations. For instance, [48] has combined the factorized method with SVRG [49] , while the authors in [18] have used the SVP algorithm along with SVRG or SAGA [50] algorithms. However, these algorithms suffer from either heavy computational cost due to the initialization and projection step, or assume stringent conditions on the RSC/RSS conditions. Similar to the factorized method proposed in [4] , the method in [48] requires multiple SVDs for the initialization step, and its total running time depends the condition number of the ground truth matrix. In addition, to establish the linear convergence, one needs no limitations on the RSC/RSS conditions. On the other hand, the method in [18] is robust to ill-condition problem and it uses the idea of projection on the set of matrices with larger rank than the true one. However, each iteration of it needs SVD and it may overshadow the benefit of it in alleviating the computation of the gradient.
Finally, we mention a non-iterative algorithm for recovery of low-rank matrices from a set of nonlinear measurements proposed by [51] . While this approach does not need to know the nonlinearity of the link function, its recovery performance is limited, and we can only recover the solution of the optimization problem up to a scalar ambiguity.
All the aforementioned algorithms suffer from one (or more) of the following issues: expensive computational complexity, slow convergence rate, and troublesome dependency on the condition number of the optimum. In this paper, we resolve these problems by a renewed analysis of approximate low-rank projection algorithms, and integrate this analysis to obtain a new algorithmic framework for optimizing general convex loss functions with rank constraints.
Algorithm and Analysis
In this section, we propose our algorithm and provide the theoretical results to support it. Before that we introduce some notations and definitions.
Preliminaries
We denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of matrixS by S p and S 1 , respectively. We use A 2 and A F for spectral norm and Frobenius norm of a matrix A, respectively. We show the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix A ∈ R p×p as λ 1 (A), λ p (A), respectively. In addition, for any subspace W ⊂ R p×p , we denote P W as the orthogonal projection operator onto it. Finally, the phrase "with high
probability" indicates an event whose failure rate is exponentially small. Our analysis will rely on the following definition [52, 12] :
where m 2r and M 2r are called the RSC and RSS constants, respectively.
Let U r as the set of all rank-r matrix subspaces, i.e., subspaces of R p×p that are spanned by any r atoms of the form uv T where u, v ∈ R p are unit-norm vectors. We will exclusively focus on low-rank approximation algorithms that satisfy the following two properties:
where
, and L r is the optimal rank-r approximation of L in the Frobenius norm.
Definition 3 (Per-vector approximation guarantee). Let L ∈ R p×p . Suppose there is an algorithm that satisfies approximate tail projection such that it returns a subspace Z with basis vectors z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z r and approximate ratio . Then, this algorithm additionally satisfies the per-vector approximation guarantee if
where u i 's are the eigenvectors of L.
In this paper, we focus on the randomized Block Krylov SVD (BKSVD) method for implementation of T . This algorithm has been proposed by [53] which satisfies both of these properties with probability at least 99/100. However, one can alternately use a recent algorithm called LazySVD [54] with very similar properties. For constant approximation ratio , the asymptotic running time of these algorithms is given by O(p 2 r), independent of any spectral properties of the input matrix; however, BKSVD ensures a slightly stronger per-vector approximation guarantee.
As we discussed above, our goal is to solve the optimization problem (1). The traditional approach is to perform projected gradient descent:
where P r denotes an exact projection onto the space of rank-r matrices, and can be accomplished via SVD. However, for large p, this incurs cubic running time and can be very challenging. To alleviate this issue, one can instead attempt to replace the full SVD in each iteration with a tail-approximate low-rank projection; it is known that such projections can computed in O(p 2 log p) time [55] . This is precisely our proposed algorithm, which we call Matrix Approximation for Low-rank Estimation (MAPLE), is described in pseudocode form as Algorithm 1. This algorithm is structurally very similar to [12, 16] . However, the mechanism of [12] requires exact low-rank projections, and [16] is specific to the least-squares loss function and with weak guarantees.
Here, we show that for low-rank matrix estimation, an coarse, approximate low-rank projection (the T operator in Algorithm 1) is sufficient for estimating the solution of (1) . A key point is that our algorithm uses approximate low-rank projections with parameter r such that r ≥ r * . As we show in Theorem 5, the combination of using approximate projection, together with choosing a large enough rank parameter r, enables efficient solution of problems of the form (1) for any (given) restricted convexity/smoothness constants M, m.
Specifically, this ability removes any upper bound assumptions on the ration M m , which have appeared in several recent related works, such as [14] . While the output matrix of MAPLE may have larger rank than r * , one can easily post-process it with an final hard thresholding step in order to enforce the result to have exactly rank r * . In Algorithm 1, the choice of approximate low-rank projections is flexible, as long as the approximate tail and per-vector approximation guarantee are satisfied. We note that tail-approximate low-rank projection algorithms are widespread in the literature [56, 57, 58] ; however, per-vector approximation guarantee algorithms are less common. As will become clear in the proof of Theorem 5, the per-vector guarantee is crucial in our analysis.
In our implementation of MAPLE, we invoke the BKSVD method for low-rank approximation mentioned above 4 . Assuming BKSVD as the approximate low-rank projection of choice, we now prove a key structural result about the non-expansiveness of T . This result, to the best of our knowledge, is novel and generalizes a recent result reported in [17, 18] . (We defer the full proof of all theoretical results to the appendix.)
where T : R p×p → U r denotes the approximate tail projection defined in Definition 2 and > 0 is the corresponding approximation ratio.
proof sketch. The proof follows the approach of [18] where it is first given for sparse hard thresholding, and then is generalized to the low-rank case using Von Neumann's trace inequality.
T , and θ = T (θ). Also, let supp(θ * ) = I * , supp(θ) = I, supp(θ ) = I , and θ = θ − θ with support I . Now define new sets I * ∩ I = I * 1 and I * ∩ I = I * 2 with restricted vectors to these sets as
∞ . The proof continues by upper bounding the ratio of
in terms of r, r * , r * * and by using the inequality θ min ≥ (1 − )θ max where θ denotes the vector of approximate eigenvalues returned back by T . This inequality is resulted by invoking the per-vector guarantee property of T . We can now obtain the desired upper bound to get the final claim.
We now leverage the above lemma to provide our main theoretical result supporting the algorithmic efficiency of MAPLE.
Theorem 5 (Linear convergence of MAPLE).
Assume that the objective function F (L) satisfies the RSC/RSS conditions with parameters M 2r+r * and m 2r+r * . Define ν = 1 +
r−r * . Let J t denote the subspace formed by the span of the column spaces of the matrices L t , L t+1 , and L * , the solution of (1). In addition,
Choose step size as η as
for some α = Θ(r/r * ) > 1. Then, MAPLE outputs a sequence of estimates L t such that:
where ρ = ν 1 + M 2 2r+r * η 2 − 2m 2r+r * η < 1. We have to mention that L * can be any rank r matrix which of course includes the solution of (1). Also, Theorem 5 guarantees the linear convergence of the MAPLE algorithm up to a given radius of convergence determined by the gradient of F at L * . We note that the contraction factor ρ is not affected by extent to which the objective function F (L) is strongly smooth/convex. In other words, no matter how large the ratio M m is, its effect is balanced by ν through choosing large enough r. Also, the quality of the estimates in Theorem 5 is upper-bounded by the gradient term P Jt ∇F (L * ) F in (3), within each iteration. Below, we instantiate the general optimization problem (1) in the context of three estimation problems (NLARM, logistic PCA, and PME). In NLARM and PME, L * denotes the ground truth which we are looking for to estimate; as a result, the gradient term in (3) represents the statistical aspect of MAPLE. For these problems, we give an upper bound on this term. Also, we show that the loss function F (L) satisfies the RSC/RSS conditions in all three instantiations, and consequently, derive the sample complexity and the running time of MAPLE.
Discussion: Main Results and Novelty
First we note that the randomized SVD approach being used in [16] and MAPLE are algorithmically the same. However, the algorithm in [16] has been analyzed only for squared loss, and its theoretical guarantees are somewhat weak. Specifically, in the regime of parameters required to obtain optimal sample complexity (i.e., n = O(pr)), the quality of their approximate projection should be the order of O(1/p) in order to have provable convergence. This inflates the running time to cubic, and overshadows the usage of any approximate SVD methods. On the other hand, MAPLE can handle general loss functions that satisfy the RSC/RSS conditions. Specifically, the analysis in MAPLE exploits the novel structural result for approximate rank-r projection onto the space of rank-r matrices (r r * ) (Lemma 4), which shows that each projection step in MAPLE is nearly non-expansive. This is a crucial new theoretical result in our paper, and is a geometric property of any partial SVD routine which satisfies a per-vector approximation guarantee (and this can be of independent interest in other low-rank estimation problems as well).
Second, for approximate tail projection, MAPLE uses a gap-independent SVD method which guarantees that the running time for calculating the approximation of right singular vectors takes O(p 2 r) operations in each iteration. This step is crucial as even projection onto a subspace with rank-1 can take O(p 3 ) time due to the existence of a vary small gap between r th and (r + 1) th singular values [53] . Here, one might ask that the classical methods are better than the gap independent result in [53] if the approximate ratio, is less than the gap. However, this is not the case in our setup, since we do not need to be very accurate in computing the approximation of right singular values (achieving very small ). Indeed is given by iter = Θ( log p √ ) where iter denotes the number of iterations required in BKSVD. In all our experiments, we have chosen iter = 2 which implies very large close to 1 is sufficient for tail projection. On the other hand, the spectral gap can be a very small number, i.e., 10 −6 for many matrices encountered in practice. Finally, we highlight the ability of MAPLE for handling the objective functions F (L) with arbitrary large smoothness-to-convexity ratio M m . For functions even with very large condition number M m , MAPLE has the ability to choose a projected rank r r * to guarantee the convergence. This is the role of ν in the expression of the contraction factor, ρ in (3); no matter how large M m is, its effect is balanced by ν. To see this, fix m, and let M be a given arbitrary large value, then by choosing r > M 4 r * , and step size as stated in the theorem, we can guarantee that ρ < 1; hence, establishing linear convergence.
We note that a good choice of step size (which is constant) does depend on problem parameters, as is the case for many other first order algorithms. In practice, this has to be appropriately tuned. However, assuming this choice is made, the convergence rate is not affected. 
Applications
We now instantiate the MAPLE framework in three low-rank matrix estimation problems of interest.
Nonlinear Affine Rank Minimization
Consider the nonlinear observation model y = g(A(L * )) + e, where A is a linear operator, A :
Also, e denotes an additive subgaussian noise vector with i.i.d., zero-mean entries that is also assumed to be independent of A (see appendix for more details). If g(x) = x, we have the well-known matrix sensing problem for which a large number of algorithms have been proposed. The goal is to estimate the ground truth matrix L * ∈ R p×p for more general nonlinear link functions. We assume that link function g(x) is a differentiable monotonic function, satisfying 0 < µ 1 ≤ g (x) ≤ µ 2 for all x ∈ D(g) (domain of g). This assumption is standard in statistical learning [19] and in nonlinear sparse recovery [52, 59, 60] . Also, as we will discuss below, this assumption will be helpful for verifying the RSC/RSS condition for the loss function that we define as follows. We estimate L * by solving the optimization problem:
where Ω : R → R is chosen such that Ω (x) = g(x). 5 Due assumption on the derivative of g, we see that F (L) is a convex function (actually strongly convex), and can be considered as a special case of general problem in (1) .
We assume that the design matrices A i 's are constructed as follows. Consider a partial Fourier or partial Hadamard matrix X ∈ R If we reshape each of these rows as a matrix, we obtain "measurement" (or "design") matrices A i ∈ R p×p for i = 1, . . . , n. This particular choice of design matrices A i 's is because they support fast matrix-vector multiplication which takes O(p 2 log(p)). (The origins of constructing design matrices of this form come from the compressive sensing literature [61] ).
The following theorem gives the upper bound on the term, P Jt ∇F (L * ) F , that appears in Theorem 5. This can be viewed as a "statistical error" term, and is zero in the absence of noise.
Theorem 6. Consider the observation model y = g(A(L * )) + e as described above. Let the number of samples scale as n = O(pr polylog (p)), then with high probability, for any given subspace J of R p×p , we have for t = 1, . . . , T :
where 0 < δ 2r+r * < 1 denotes the RIP constant of A.
Corollary 7. Consider all the assumptions and definitions stated in Theorem 5. If we initialize MAPLE with
iterations, we obtain:
for some ϑ > 0.
We now provide conditions under which the RSS/RSC assumptions in Theorem 5 are satisfied.
Theorem 8 (RSC/RSS conditions for MAPLE).
Let the number of samples scale as n = O(pr polylog (p)).
Assume that
r r * for some C 2 , ω > 0 and > 0 denotes the approximation ratio in Algorithm 1. Then with high probability, the loss function F (L) in (4) satisfies the RSC/RSS conditions with constants m 2r+r * ≥ µ 1 (1 − ω) and M 2r+r * ≤ µ 2 (1 + ω) in each iteration.
Sample complexity. By Corollary 7 and Theorem 8, the sample complexity of MAPLE algorithm is given by n = O(pr polylog (p)) in order to achieve a specified estimation error. This sample complexity is nearly as good as the optimal rate, O(pr). We note that the leading constant hidden within the O-notation depends on ρ, η, the RIP constant of the linear operator A, and the magnitude of the additive noise. (Since we assume that this noise term is subgaussian, it is easy to show that e 2 scales as O( √ n) in expectation and with high probability).
Time complexity. Each iteration of MAPLE needs to compute the gradient, plus an approximate tail projection to produce a rank-r matrix. Computing the gradient involves one application of the linear operator A for calculating A(L), and one application of the adjoint operator, i.e., A * (y − g(A(L)). Let T mult and T mult denote the required time for these operations, respectively. On the other hand, approximate tail projection takes O p 2 r log p √ ε operations for achieving the approximate ratio according to [53] . Thanks to the linear convergence of MAPLE, the total number of iterations for achieving ϑ accuracy is given by
; thus, the overall running time scales as
by the choice of r according to Theorem 5. If we assume that the design matrices A i 's are implemented via a Fast Fourier Transform, computing
In Table 1 , for g(x) = x and the linear operator A defined above, we summarize the sample complexity as well as (asymptotic) running time of several algorithms. In this table, we assume a constant ratio of M/m for all the algorithms. We find that all previous methods, while providing excellent sample complexity benefits, suffer from either cubic dependence on p, or inverse dependence on the estimation error ϑ, or quadratic dependence on the condition number κ of the ground truth matrix. In contrast, MAPLE enjoys (unconditional) O(p 2 r * ) dependence, which is (nearly) linear in the size of the matrix for small enough r * .
Logistic PCA
Principle component analysis (PCA) is a widely used statistical tool in various applications such as dimensionality reduction, denoting, and visualization, to name a few. While the regular PCA sometimes called linear PCA can be applied for any data type, its usage for binary or categorical observed data is not satisfactory, due to the fact that it tries to minimize a least square objective function. As a result, applying it to the binary case makes the result less interpretable [62] .
To alleviate this issue, one can assume that each row of the observed binary matrix (a sample data) follows the multivariate Bernoulli distribution such that its maximum variations can be captured by a low-dimensional subspace, and then use the logistic loss to find this low-dimensional representation of the observed data. This problem has been also studied in the context of collaborative filtering on binary data [30] , one-bit matrix completion [9] , and network sign prediction [63] . Mathematically, consider an observed binary matrix Y ∈ R p×p with entries belong to set {0, 1} such that the mean of each Y ij is given by 
where λ > 0 is a tuning parameter. 6 We note that the objective function in (7) without the regularizer term is only strongly smooth. By adding the Frobenius norm of the optimization variable, we ensure that it is also globally strongly convex (Hence, RSC/RSC conditions are trivially satisfied). Here, we focus on finding the solution of (7), L * . Hence, we do not have explicitly the notion of ground truth as previous application. For solving the optimization problem (7), several algorithms have been proposed in recent years. Unfortunately, algorithms such as convex nuclear norm minimization are either too slow, or do not have theoretical guarantees [63, 30, 9] . Very recently, a non-convex factorized algorithm proposed by [10] has been supported by rigorous convergence analysis. We will compare the performance of this algorithm with the MAPLE in the experimental section. In particular, we show that the running time of MAPLE for solving the above problem is given by O(rp 2 ) as the dominating term is related to the projection step and gradient calculation takes O(p 2 ) time.
Precision Matrix Estimation (PME)
Gaussian graphical models are a popular tool for modeling the interaction of a collection of Gaussian random variables. In Gaussian graphical models, nodes represent random variables and edges model conditional (in)dependence among the variables [64] . Over the last decade, significant efforts have been directed towards algorithms for learning sparse graphical models. Mathematically, let Σ * denote the positive definite covariance matrix of p Gaussian random variables, and let Θ * = (Σ * ) −1 be the corresponding precision matrix. Then, Θ * ij = 0 implies that the i th and j th variables are conditionally independent given all other variables and the edge (i, j) does not exist in the underlying graph. The basic modeling assumption is that Θ * is sparse, i.e., such graphs possess only a few edges. Such models have been fruitfully used in several applications including astrophysics [65] , scene recognition [66] , and genomic analysis [67] . Numerous algorithms for sparse graphical model learning -both statistically as well as computationally efficient -have been proposed in the machine learning literature [68, 69, 70, 71] . Unfortunately, sparsity is a simplistic first-order model and is not amenable to modeling more complex interactions. For instance, in certain scenarios, only some of the random variables are directly observed, and there could be relevant latent interactions to which we do not directly have access.
The existence of latent variables poses a significant challenge in graphical model learning since they can confound an otherwise sparse graphical model with a dense one. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 . Here, nodes with solid circles denote the observed variables, and solid black edges are the "true" edges. One can see that the "true" graph is rather sparse. However, if there is even a single unobserved (hidden) variable denoted by the node with the broken red circle, then it will induce dense, apparent interactions between nodes that are otherwise disconnected; these are denoted by the dotted black lines. A flexible and elegant method to learn latent variables in graphical models was proposed by [72] . At its core, the method imposes a superposition structure in the observed precision matrix as the sum of sparse and low-rank matrices, i.e., Θ * = S * + L * . Here, Θ * , S * , L * are p × p matrices where p is the number of variables. The matrix S * specifies the conditional observed precision matrix given the latent variables, while L * encodes the effect of marginalization over the latent variables. The rank of L * , r * , is equal to the number of latent variables and we assume that r * is much smaller than p. The goal is to estimate precision matrix Θ * . Here, we merely focus on the learning the low-rank part, and assume that the sparse part is a known prior. 7 We cast the estimation of matrix Θ * into our framework. Suppose that we observe samples
denote the sample covariance matrix, and Θ * = (Σ * )
denote the true precision matrix. Following the formulation of [74] , we solve the following minimization of NLL problem: min
where Θ * =S + L * such thatS is a known positive diagonal matrix (in general, a positive definite matrix) imposed in the structure of precision matrix to make the above optimization problem well-defined. We will exclusively function in the high-dimensional regime where n p 2 . As an instantiation of the general problem (1), our goal is to learn the low-rank matrix L * with rank r * p, from samples x i 's. We provide a summary of the theoretical properties of our methods, and contrasts them with other existing methods for PME existing methods in Table 2 (We assume a constant ratio of M/m for all the algorithms).
As an illustration of our results, we first analyze the exact projected-gradient approach, which is a slight variant of the approach of [18] , since its analysis for establishing RSC/RSS is somewhat different from ours. In this setup, the algorithm starts with a zero initialization and proceeds in each iteration as
where P + r (·) for some r > r * denotes projection onto the space of rank-r matrices which is implemented through performing an exact eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the input and selecting the nonnegative eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors [77] . 8 The following theorem shows an upper bound on the estimation error of the low-rank matrix at each iteration through exact projected-gradient approach. 7 For, instance, if the data obeys the spiked covariance model [73] , the covariance matrix is expressed as the sum of a low-rank matrix and a diagonal matrix. Consequently, by the Woodbury matrix identity, the precision matrix is the sum of a diagonal matrix and a low-rank matrix; Θ * =S + L * . In addition, problem in (8) is similar to the latent variable in Gaussian graphical model proposed by [25] . 8 Note that we may not impose a PSD projection within every iteration. If an application requires a PSD matrix as the output (i.e., if proper learning is desired), then we can simply post-process the final estimate L by retaining the nonnegative eigenvalues (and corresponding eigenvectors) through an exact EVD. 
M3r m3r
4 r * for some C 1 > 0. Choose step size η as
for some β > 1. Then, exact projected-gradient outputs a sequence of estimates L t such that:
where ρ = ν 1 + M 2 3r η 2 − 2m 3r η . The quality of the estimates in Theorems 9 is upper-bounded by the gradient term P Jt ∇F (L * ) F in (9) within each iteration. The following theorem establishes this bound:
Theorem 10. Under the assumptions of Theorem 9, for any fixed t we have:
with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−p) where c 2 > 0 is an absolute constant.
Next, we verify the RSS/RSC conditions of the objective function defined in (8) , justifying the assumptions made in Theorem 9 (please see appendix for full expression of the sample complexity in terms of the leading constants).
Theorem 11 (RSC/RSS conditions for exact projected-gradient approach). Let the number of samples scaled as n = O (pr). Also, assume that
Then, the loss function F (L) in (8) satisfies RSC/RSS conditions with constants m 2r+r * ≥
that satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 9 in each iteration.
The above theorem states that convergence of our method is guaranteed when the eigenvalues ofS are roughly of the same magnitude, and large when compared to the spectral norm of L * . We believe that this is merely a sufficient condition arising from our proof technique, and our numerical evidence shows that the algorithm succeeds for more generalS and L * . Time complexity. Each iteration of exact projected-gradient approach needs a full EVD (similar to IHT-type algorithms), which requires cubic running time (computing the gradient needs only needs O(pr + r 3 ) operations). Since the total number of iterations is logarithmic, the overall running time scales as O(p 3 ). The above running time is cubic, and can be problematic for very large p. Here, we show that MAPLE (without imposing the PSD constraint) can successfully reduce the cubic time complexity to nearly quadratic in p. All we need to do is to provide conditions under which the assumption of RSC/RSS in Theorem 5 are satisfied. We achieve this via the following theorem.
Theorem 12 (RSC/RSS conditions for MAPLE). Let n = O (pr). Also, assume the followings for some C 4 , C 3 > 0:
where Theorem 12 specifies a family of true precision matrices Θ * =S + L * that can be provably estimated using our approach with an optimal number of samples. Note that since we do not perform PSD projection within MAPLE, it is possible that some of the eigenvalues of L t are negative. Next, we show that with high probability, the absolute value of the minimum eigenvalue of L t is small.
Theorem 13.
Under the assumptions in Theorem 12 on L * , using MAPLE to generate a rank-r matrix L t for all t = 1, . . . , T guarentees with high probability the minimum eigenvalue of
n . Time complexity. Each iteration of MAPLE needs a tail approximate projection on the set of rank r matrices. According to [53] , these operations takes k = O p 2 r log p √ for approximate ratio (computing gradient needs only needs O(pr + r 3 )). Since the total number of iterations is once again logarithmic, the overall running time scales as O(p 2 r). Sample complexity. Using the upper bounds in (10) and Theorems 11 and 12, the sample complexity of MAPLE scales as n = O(pr) to achieve a given level of estimation error. From a statistical perspective, this matches, up to constant factors, the number of degrees of freedom of a p × p matrix with rank r.
Experimental results
We provide a range of numerical experiments supporting our proposed algorithm and comparing with existing approaches. For NLARM and logistic PCA frameworks, we compare our algorithms with factorized gradient descent [14] as well as projected gradient descent (i.e., the SVP algorithm of [12] ). In our results below, FGD denotes factorized gradient descent algorithm, and SVD refers to SVP-type algorithms where exact SVDs are used for the projection step. 9 For the PME application, our comparisons is with the regularized maximum likelihood approach of [72] , which we compare with CVX [36] , and a modification of the ADMM-type method proposed by [75] (SVD denotes the exact projected-gradient approach). We manually tuned step-sizes and regularization parameters in the different algorithms to achieve the best possible performance. 
Nonlinear Affine Rank Minimization
We report results for all algorithms in Figure 2 . The link function is set to g(x) = 2x + sin(x); this function satisfies the derivative conditions discussed above. We construct the ground truth low-rank matrix L * with rank r * by generating a random matrix U ∈ R p×r * with entries drawn from the standard normal distribution.
We ortho-normalize the columns of U , and set L * = U DU T where D ∈ R r * ×r * is a diagonal matrix with
, and D jj = 1 for j = 1. After this, we apply a linear operator A on L * , i.e., A(L
where the choice of A i has been discussed above. Finally, we obtain the measurements y = g(A(L * )). When reporting noise robustness, we add a Gaussian noise vector e ∈ R m to g(A(L * )). In Figure 2(a) , the running time of the four algorithms are compared. For this experiment, we have chosen p = 1000, and the rank of the underlying matrix L * to be 50. We also set the projected rank as r = 50. The number of measurements is set to n = 4pr. We consider a well-conditioned matrix L * with κ(L * ) = 1.1 for top plot and κ = 20 for the bottom one. Then, we measure the relative error in estimating of L * in Frobenius norm in log scale versus the CPU time takes for 200 iterations for all of the algorithms. We run the algorithms for 15 Monte Carlo trials. As we can see, when κ is small, FGD has comparable running time with MAPLE (top plot); on the other hand, when we have ill-posed L * , FGD takes much longer to achieve the same relative error.
Next, we show the performance of the algorithms when the projected rank is changed. The parameters are as p = 300, κ(L * ) = 1.1, r * = 10, and n = 4pr. We set the number of Monte Carlo trials to 50. In the top plot in Panel (b), we have plotted the relative error as before versus the various r values by averaging over the trials. As we can see, projecting onto the larger space is an effective and practical strategy to achieve small relative error when we do not know the true rank. Furthermore, the bottom plot of Panel (b) shows the the average running time for either achieving relative error less than 10 −4 , or 100 iterations versus the projected rank. These results suggest that both FGD and MAPLE have the comparable running when we increase the projected rank, while the other SVP algorithms have much longer running time.
Next, we consider the effect of increasing condition number of the underlying low-rank matrix L * on the performance of the different algorithms. To do this, we set p = 300, and r * = r = 10. The number of measurements is set to cpr where c = 5, 8, 11 for FGD and 5 for others. Then we run all the algorithms 50 times with different condition numbers ranging from κ = 1 (well-posed) to i.e., κ = 1024 (highly ill-posed). We define the probability of success as the number of times that the relative error is less than 0.001. As illustrated in the top plot of panel (c), all SVP-type algorithms are always able to estimate L * even for large condition number, i.e., κ = 1024, whereas FGD fails. In our opinion, this feature is a key benefit of MAPLE over the current fastest existing methods for low-rank estimation (based on factorization approaches).
Finally, we consider the noisy scenario in which the observation y is corrupted by different Gaussian noise level. The parameters are set as p = 300, r = 10, 25, 40 for MAPLE and 10 for the others, r * = 10, n = 7pr, and κ = 2. The bottom plot in Panel (c) shows the averaged over 50 trials of the relative error in L * versus the various standard deviations. From this plot, we see that MAPLE with r = 40 is most robust, indicating that projection onto the larger subspace is beneficial when noise is present.
We also run MAPLE on a real 2D 512 × 512 image, assumed to be an approximately low-rank matrix. The choice of A is as before, but for the link function, we choose the sigmoid g(x) =
1+e −x . Figure 3 visualizes the reconstructed image by different algorithms. In Figure 3, (a) is the true image and (b) is the same image truncated to its r * = 30 largest singular values. The result of FGD is shown in (c) and (d) where for (d) we let algorithm run for many more iterations. Reconstruction by SVD is shown in (e). Finally, (f), (g), and (h) illustrate the reconstructed image by using MAPLE with various rank parameters. The numerical reconstruction error is given in Table 3 . MAPLE is the fastest method among all methods, even when performing rank-r projection with r larger than r * . Table 3 : Numerical results for the real data experiment illustrating in Figure 3 . T denotes the number of iterations. 
Logistic PCA
In this section, we provide some representative experimental results for our second application, logistic PCA.
We report results for all algorithms in Figure 4 . We construct the ground truth low-rank matrix L * with rank r * similar to NLARM case. In panel (a), the running time of all algorithms are compared. For this experiment, we have chosen p = 1000, and the rank of the underlying matrix L * to be 5. We also set the projected rank as r = 5. We consider a well-conditioned matrix L * with κ(L * ) = 1.1531 for top plot and κ = 21.4180 for the bottom one. Then we measure the evolution of the logistic loss defined in (7) without any regularizer versus the CPU time takes for 50 iterations for all of the algorithms. We run the algorithms for 20 Monte Carlo trials, and illustrate the average result. As we can see, when κ is small, FGD has comparable running time with MAPLE (top plot); on the other hand, when we have ill-posed L * , FGD takes longer to achieve the same performance. In panel (b), top plot, we consider the effect of increasing the dimension of the projected space. In this experiment, we set p = 200, consider the well-posed case where κ(L * ) = 1.4064, and use 20 Monte Carlo trials. As we can see all the algorithm show the same trend which verifies that projecting onto the larger space is an effective and practical strategy to achieve small relative error when we do not know the true rank (This is expected according to the theory of MAPLE, while it is not theoretically justified by factorized method).
Finally, the bottom plot in panel (b) shows the effect of increasing condition number of L * . In this experiment, p = 200, r * = r = 5, and the number of trials equals to 20. We first let all algorithms run for 50 iterations, and also consider FGD for more number of iterations, T = 200 and T = 400. As it is illustrated, both MAPLE and SVD algorithms are more robust to the large condition number than FGD with 50 number of iterations. But if we let FGD run longer, it shows the same performance as SVPs which again verifies the dependency of the running time of factorized method to the condition number.
Precision Matrix Estimation (PME)
We start first with synthetic datasets. We use a diagonal matrix with positive values for the (known) sparse part,S. For a given number of observed variables p, we set r = 5% as the number of latent variables. We then follow the method proposed in [75] for generating the sparse and low-rank componentsS and L * . For simplicity, we impose the sparse component to be PSD by forcing it to be positive diagonal matrix. All reported results on synthetic data are the average of 5 independent Monte-Carlo trials. Our observations comprise n samples,
. In our experiments, we used a full SVD as projection step for exact projected-gradient procedure, FGD, ADMM method and nuclear norm minimization. We used CVX to solve nuclear norm minimization; alternatively, one can use other convex approaches.
Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 5 illustrate the comparison of algorithms for PME in terms of the relative error of the estimated L in Frobenius norm versus the "oversampling" ratio n/p. In this experiment, we fixed p = 100 in (a) and p = 1000 in (b) and vary n. In addition, for both of these results, condition number is given by κ(L * ) = 2.4349 and κ(L * ) = 2.9666, respectively. We observe that MAPLE, FGD, and exact projected gradient descent are able to estimate the low-rank matrix even for the regime where n is very small, whereas both ADMM and CVX does not produce very meaningful results. We also report the results of several more experiments on synthetic data. In the first experiment, we set p = 100, n = 400p, and r = r * = 5. Table 4 lists several metrics that we use for algorithm comparison. From Table 4 , we see that MAPLE, FGD, and exact procedure produce better estimates of L compared to ADMM and convex method. As anticipated, the total running time of convex approach is much larger than other algorithms. Finally, the estimated objective function for first three algorithms is very close to the optimal (true) objective function compared to ADMM and CVX.
We increase the dimension to p = 1000 and reported the same metrics in Table 5 similar to Table 4 . We did not report convex results as it takes long time to be completed. Again, we get the same conclusions as Table 4 . Important point here is that in this specific application, FGD has better running time compared to MAPLE for both well-condition and ill-condition problem. Here, we did not report the running time for the ill-posed case; however, we observed that FGD is not affected by condition number of ground-truth. We conjecture that FGD delivers a solution for problem (8) such that its convergence is independent of the condition number of ground-truth similar to [45] where authors showed that for linear matrix sensing problem, there is no dependency on the condition number if they use FGD method. Proving of this conjecture can be interesting future direction. Also, Tables 6 and 7 show the same experiment discussed in Tables 4 and 5 , but for small number of samples, n = 50p.
Here, we just evaluate our methods through the Rosetta gene expression data set [78] . This data set includes 301 samples with 6316 variables. We run the ADMM algorithm by [75] with p = 1000 variables which have highest variances, and obtained an estimate of the positive definite componentS. Then we used S as the input for MAPLE and exact projection procedure. The target rank for all three algorithms is set to be the same as that returned by ADMM. In Figure 5 plot (c), we illustrate the NLL for these algorithms versus wall-clock time (in seconds) over 50 iterations. We observe that all the algorithms demonstrate linear convergence, as predicted in the theory. Among the these algorithms, MAPLE obtains the quickest rate of decrease of the objective function. 
Proofs
We provide full proofs of all theorems discussed in this paper. Below, M(Ur) denotes the set of vectors associated with Ur, the set of all rank-r matrix subspaces. We show the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix A ∈ R p×p as λmin(A), λmax(A), respectively. Furthermore σi(A) denotes the i th largest singular value of matrix A. We need the following equivalent definitions of restricted strongly convex and restricted strong smoothness conditions. Definition 14. A function f satisfies the Restricted Strong Convexity (RSC) and Restricted Strong Smoothness (RSS) conditions if one of the following equivalent definitions is satisfied for all L1, L2, L ∈ R p×p such that rank(L1) ≤ r, rank(L2) ≤ r, rank(L) ≤ r:
where U is the span of the union of column spaces of the matrices L1 and L2. Here, mr and Mr are the RSC and RSS constants, respectively.
Proof of theorems in section 3.1
Before proving the main theorems, we restate the following hard-thresholding result from lemma 3.18 in [18] :
Lemma 15. For r > r * and for any matrix L ∈ R p×p , we have
where rank(L * ) = r * , and Hr(.) : R p×p → Ur denotes the singular value thresholding operator, which keeps the largest r singular values and sets the others to zero.
For proving theorem 5, we cannot use directly lemma 15 since T operator returns an approximation of the top r singular vectors, and using exact projection in the proof of lemma 15 is necessary [18] . However, we can modify the proof of lemma 15 to make it applicable through the approximate projection approach. Hence, we can prove Lemma 4:
Proof of Lemma (4). The proof is similar to the procedure described in [18] with some modification based on the per-vector guarantee property of approximate projection. In this work, the proof in is given first for sparse hard thresholding, and then is generalized to the low-rank case using Von Neumann's trace inequality, i.e., for two matrices A, B ∈ R p×p and corresponding singular values σi(A) and σi(B), respectively, we have:
where U denotes the set of rank-r matrices, and δr is the RIP constant. As a result, for all t = 1, . . . , T we have:
where the last inequality holds due to (20) (
X has RIP constant δr, and from our definition, rank(Jt) ≤ 2r + r * ), and the fact that e ∈ R n .
proof of corollary 7. Consider upper bound in (19) . By using induction, zero initialization, and Theorem 6, we obtain ϑ accuracy after Titer = O log L * F ϑ iterations. In other words, after Titer iterations, we obtain:
The above results shows the linear convergence of APRM if there is no additive noise. We now prove that the objective function defined in problem (4) satisfies the RSC/RSS conditions in each iteration.
proof of Theorem 8. Let L = L t for all t = 1, . . . , T . We follow the approach in [60] . hence, we use the the Hessian based definition of RSC/RSC, stating in equation (15) in definition 14. We note that the Hessian of F (L) is given by:
where e1 holds due to applying lemma 15. Moreover, e2 holds by applying triangle inequality and e3 is obtained by combining the lower bound in (14) and upper bound in (16), i.e.,
In order that (22) for some β > 1.
If we initialize at L 0 = 0, then we obtain ϑ accuracy after T = O log L * F ϑ iterations.
Proof of Theorem 10. The proof of this theorem is a direct application of the Lemma 5.4 in [21] and we restate it for completeness:
Lemma 16. Let C denote the sample covariance matrix, then with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−p) we have
where c1 > 0 is a constant.
By noting that ∇F (L * ) = C − (S * + L * ) −1 and rank(Jt) ≤ 2r + r * ≤ 3r, we can bound the term on the right hand side in Theorem 9 as:
The key observation is that the objective function in (8) is globally strongly convex, and when restricted to any compact psd cone, it also satisfies the smoothness condition. As a result, it satisfies RSC/RSS conditions. Our strategy to prove Theorems 11 and 12 is to establish upper and lower bounds on the spectrum of the sequence of estimates L t independent of t. We use the following lemma. If we establish an universal upper bound and lower bound on λ1(Θ t ) and λp(Θ t ) for all t = 1 . . . T , then we can bound the RSC constant as m2r+r * ≥ Proof of Theorem 11. Recall that by Theorem 9, we have:
By Theorem 10, the second term on the right hand side can be bounded by O( rp n ) with high probability. Therefore, recursively applying this inequality to L t (and initializing with zero), we obtain: 
Combining (23) and (25) and using the fact that λ1(
Hence for all t,
For the lower bound, we trivially have for all t:
If we select n = O λ1(Θ t ) ≤ S1 + 1 + √ r L * 2 + δ.
As mentioned above, we set m2r+r * ≥ . In order to satisfy the assumption on the RSC/RSS in theorem 9, i.e., ≤ C 2 r r * . As a result, to satisfy this condition, we need to have the following condition, verifying the assumption in the theorem.
Sp ≤ S1 ≤ C 3 ( r r * )
for some constant C 3 > 0.
Proof of Theorem 12. The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 11. Recall that by theorem 5, we have
As before, the second term on the right hand side is bounded by O( rp n ) with high probability by Theorem 10. As above, recursively applying this inequality to L t and using zero initialization, we obtain:
Since ρ < 1, then ρ t < 1. Now similar to the exact algorithm,
